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BACKGROUND
Renowned for their build quality and equipped for long distance passage making, this Beneteau First 41 has been set up for
liveaboard cruising. Arguably the perfect size to live and sail aboard, this yacht has three generous cabins, two heads and a
lovely homely interior. Her current owner has owned the yacht since 2018 and recently completed an extensive re-fit.
The cockpit has been fully canvassed with bimini, dodger and

Hanalei was recently re-powered with a reconditioned Volvo

full overhead sun protection, and the vessel provides great

Penta 50hp diesel which runs efficiently and is serviced

access when alongside or while on a mooring thanks to a

regularly. She has 5 new batteries (with an output of 40

stepped transom sugar scoop stern and side gates.

amps), 3 x new solar panels and regulator.

The yacht has been rigged to sail comfortably short handed

Navigation systems include a Raymarine chart plotter and

by adding an electric winch close to the helm. She would

autopilot, and a new Course master autopilot and Garmin

equally appeal to a solo sailor with a remote cockpit anchor

colour chart plotter (fitted in the cockpit) with AIS

winch, boom brake, 2x plotters, 2x auto pilots, and all round

transceiver.

netting and canvas.
Rigging was replaced by the previous owner approx 5 yrs ago
The yacht carries 600 litres of water and is fitted with a hot

with new running rigging replaced in 2021.

water cylinder with internal and cockpit hot/cold showers.
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On Deck
UNDER SAIL
Under sail Hanalei promises fast passage making for single or
short handed sailing. All sailing lines and halyards are
controlled from the cockpit with clearly labelled jammers and
deck organisers. With roller furling headsail, single line
reefing, a boom brake and spinnaker pole for down winding,
sails can be controlled with ease thanks to a newly fitted
2xspeed electric winch.

COCKPIT LAYOUT
The cockpit has been fitted with all new canvas side
panels, bimini, link sheet, dodger with polycarbonate
clears. All around pet/child safety netting with canvas
panels surround the cockpit. With German mainsheet
system there is no traveller. A teak table opens for
entertaining and Hanalei offers easy access to and from
the water thanks to her open sugar scoop transom with
steps and boarding ladder.

HIGHTLIGHTS & FEATURES
Arco electric 2-speed multi purpose winch
Course master Autopilot (both autopilots operate
independently but share the same linear drive ram)
Garmin & Raymarine Chart Plotters
3 x 188w Solar Panels and regulator
Single line reefing
TV/DVD
Interior (blue) upholstery on all cabin cushions
White vinyl lounge covers
AIS
Boom Brake
Cockpit windless remote control
All canvas (navy): boom bag, cockpit covers, aft
railings, winch covers, hatch covers etc.
NSW Gas Compliance Certificate
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L O V E

Interior
There is so much room for a family or up to 3 couples aboard
Hanalei with a generous sized galley and plenty of room for
everyone to sit around the folding saloon table for meals,
movies or games. Beautiful contrasting light and dark with
lots of natural light flood through overhead and large opening
ports. Plush new white leatherette sofas have been newly fitted
to compliment the mahogany veneer.
ACCOMODATION
The forward cabin has a large V-berth with its own ensuite,
shower and vanity. An overhead hatch provides light,
ventilation and access to the foredeck. There are all round
shelves for personal belongings. Two double cabins aft; each
with vanity and shared access to the second head and
shower. An additional single berth with lee cloth can be
made up in the saloon.
All cabins are ventilated with opening ports and fitted with
LED overhead and reading lights. All mattresses are fitted
with new custom covers.
THE GALLEY
The L-shaped galley is fitted with twin s/s sinks, marble
countertops and ample cabinet storage and dedicated refuse
compartment, a twin burner Broadwater stove and cockpit
BBQ. The deep 12v fridge / freezer operates from a Danfoss
compressor and thanks to more than sufficient solar energy
can remain running all the time without fear of draining the
batteries.
NAVIGATION
A generous sized navigation station is opposite the galley
with large chart table and rotating skipper's chair. There are
ample charging ports with LED overhead downlights and
wrap around sliding door cabinets for storing personal
belongings and safety equipment. Raymarine C80 plotter is
linked to course master autopilot. AIS is linked to Garmin and
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She could be YOURS ...
There is so much to love about this yacht from her size and stability to her cheerfully bright and inviting interior which
welcomes you below. This is a very versatile sailing yacht with sophisticated navigation systems but equally easy to
manage short handed.
Hanalei would be a great boat for a group of adventurers equipped with dive gear, fishing rods, surfboards or even a
group of kitesurfers. She would also suit a family or group of friends willing to share the experience of sailing together.
The addition of all round canvas and netting make her very suitable for cruising with young children or pets.
Click the picture below to see her sailing in the Whitsundays. For more photos and for a full inventory, and more
information contact EziYacht Broker Sonia Robinson on +61 (0)410 35 77 55 to arrange a viewing in Sydney.
WATCH her in action under sail in the video linked below.
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